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How to Learn and Memorize Legal Terminology ... Using a Memory Palace Specifically Designed for

Memorizing the Law & Its Precedents  If you'd like to improve your ability to learn and memorize

legal terminology by as much as 100%, 200%, even 300% (or more) ... using simple memory

techniques that you can learn in 15-20 minutes (or less), then this may be the most important book

that you will ever read.  Believe it or not, it really doesn't matter if you think you have a good

memory or not.  The information in this book will teach you:  * Why memory is like a bicycle

everyone can ride (with some minor personal adjustments).  * The real reason why you should ever

be squeamish about using memorization techniques so that you can recall legal terminology and

precedents with ease.  * Why and how some of the most famous memory skills are applicable to

learning any subject, especially the law.  * How you can easily create a 26 "letter location" memory

system based around the alphabet to establish "legal fluency."  * Unique techniques that will have

you literally "tuning in" on the law and its terminology.  * How to separate and organize legal

terminology in the most effective manner for memorization.  * Two secret ways you can use

relaxation to aid the memorization process. These two methods alone are worth the price of this

book because they will literally eliminate the stress and apprehension as you study, learn and

memorize the law.  * And much, much more ...  These techniques have been used by real students

of the law to make real strides in their professional careers as legal experts, most of whom

previously considered themselves owners of a "bad memory."  Don't worry! None of these

techniques are rocket science.  Frankly, if you can memorize a short email address or the name of a

movie, then you can use this system to memorize legal terminology and precedents.  But there's

really no time to lose.  Every day that you are not using this simple memorization system, you are

literally stealing from yourself the joy of being able to recall an abundance of legal terminology as

you easily expand the natural abilities of your mind.
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Many years of experimentation went into the development of the legal terminology memorization

technique taught in this book. In writing How to Learn & Memorize Legal Terminology, our

objectives were to provide information that is useful, informative, and unique. Judging from the

numerous emails we've received through the Magnetic Memory Newsletter and the great reviews,

our objectives have been met.We offer this advice:If you are brand new to memory techniques, then

How to Learn & Memorize Legal Terminology may or may not be for you. You will most benefit from

this book if you have already struggled a bit in the process of memorizing the important words you'll

need to work in a legal profession.

More Praise for Anthony Metivier's Magnetic Memory Methodâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… "This works and

is very do-able."- Kathleen Pooleâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… " I am finding memory palaces that will be

wonderful. My house wasn't very good but my job a supercenter of a company that is bigger than

some small countries is amazing. At the service area I have thought of over 26 subpalaces.....All in

all I think this course is not only going to help me memorize places, but ideas as well. I may even be

able to write a novel with this system... If that happens it would be priceless...."- Amanda

Humesâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… "I have read a few books on memory training, and what I liked about

Anthoney Metivier's course here is that he has studied a number of the classic memory systems

and synthesized a modern approach. He give good examples and his ideas of using Excel

spreadsheets to help assist in organizing the memorization process is very helpful.Of course, as

with any activity, you only get out of it what you put into it, but Anthony is so enthusiastic and

persuasive that I felt inspired to learn to stick to a daily study routine and indeed learn memorize

vocab."- Chris Guthreyâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… "It is amazing how many spanish words I am learning

with ease after going through this course. After sharing with family friends the number of words I am

memorizing every day, the first response is generally unbelief. Though I have a ways to go, when

we are out in the Latino community, my friends and family are asking me for assistance. I actually

wake up each morning excited about picking up and memorizing new words from a Spanish

Dictionary! Who gets excited about going through a dictionary? Anthony you are my hero!!!"- James

Lewisâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… "With your incredible help, I've been able to memorize the Greek



alphabet (words and symbols) front words and backwards in about 3 or 4 total hours of work. I was

very worried as I tackled this project, but your techniques were so very helpful."- Kevin

Waxâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… "I have being using this method for learning German for the last while. I

read books written by Harry Lorayne, Joshua Foer, Kevin Trudeau etc. I could not get it working.

Since I came across this method all missing pieces came together. I am able to memorize around

300-400 words per month. I am very sorry that I have not used mnemonics techniques before. The

concept is simple but method is only hard to begin with. I guaranty, if you persist for one month it

would hugely pay off. Great method!!!"- D. Stojanovicâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… "It works!A fun and

powerful way to remember. Recalling stuff with this method is often magical. The more you use it

the more confidence you have in your own ability and the less stress you feel."- Sean

Cunninghamâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… "Difficult to believe BUT Easy to do.I memorised my first pack of

shuffled cards in less than a week, I did not believe that it would be as easy as it was. I have almost

finished my 26 memory palaces. The task of creating the memory palaces and the memorisation

process in general has a great positive effect on how you feel."- Kevin McGâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… "I

have completed several memory courses and have had varying degrees of success. However,

Anthony gives some detailed advice and training tips, that have made memorization, languages in

particular, a lot clearer to me. For myself, he has filled in the blanks so to speak and he has

provided some solid information and tools, that have allowed me to take my language studies to a

much higher level. Not to mention the fact, that I am now able to expedite the whole process."- Mike

Newtonâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… "I've been pretty disappointed with most "self-help" materials, as they

usually end up giving you nothing more than anecdotes that would only work if you somehow ended

up in the EXACT situation as the person in their story. This course is different--you get specific

principles that can be applied anywhere and any time. The course is well-presented and

interesting."- Michael Gerityâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… "This method is really good. But its author is really

there. I mean that he is answering once and over your questions. Before 24h he advise you and

guide you to achieve your aim. And there are extras within that you find out day by day. I am very

satisfied and just beginning with it."- Josep Carrionâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… "I'm a linguist in the military

who was required to learn a very difficult Middle Eastern language within one year. They sent me to

specialized training, where native speakers provided an "immersion"-like environment and threw

vocabulary lists at us every day for a 10 months. We were then expected to pass a rigorous

evaluation in order to pass the training. If only I had had this course during those agonizing months,

I would have not only passed with flying colors, but finished ahead of schedule! I'm now confident to

attempt even more languages, as well as further improve and develop my current language."-



Jacqueline Wrightâ˜…â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… "Nicely organized and gives multiple strategies for

memorizing names and facts . No grandious claims just solid information."- Kathleen Byrne

This very thorough resource lays out precise methods for creating your own personalized memory

system. It goes so far beyond the basic memory techniques of flashcards, repetition, and the like.

When you have a lot of vocabulary and details to commit to memory especially when studying legal

terminology, the standard memory methods don't always cut it.I admit to being overwhelmed when I

first began reading this book. However, the way the authors have taken the time to walk you through

their memory system with so many examples makes it that much easier for you to apply.The

memory palace technique reminded me of the word association flashcards used to teach SAT

vocabulary and worksheets we gave our children for helping them learn all the names of the state

capitals. They both used silly word associations or rhyming words to jog your memory. The problem

is, if you don't remember the silly associations you cannot recall the word you were trying to

memorize in the first place. The memory palace technique instantly personalizes your memory

associations making them much easier to recall.

This was my first book and window to memory palaces.Due to it's conciseness and concrete

illustrations of the method, I was able to get through it in a few hours. The book is somewhat

catered to lawyers and law students but the bigger argument the author is making is that you can

learn anything through this method, even esoteric legal concepts. I'm a believer after reading this

book and attempting some of the exercises he explains in the book. Also, weirdly kinda fun doing

memory palaces.

This is a workable method. This method has been around and discussed for quite some time. There

are many terms used that most people dismiss as "legalese" but ... if you don't use the right term

you might get chicken instead of steak. The law is all about technicalities so a book that effectively

teaches you how to learn and memorize a whole segment of the technicalities of the law seems to

be very much in order.Nota bene: ab initio if you are a law student , or just a student of the law, a

firm grasp on the language of the law will give you a clear advantage over your source of

instruction's ability to load you down with "busy work".

I bought different books by this author at the same time and some of the material is recycled in his

other books. The books themselves are short and not completely original. Originality is not



completely important considering I just wanted effective techniques and results from my practice of

these techniques. The information provided in the book could have made a nice set of web articles.

If you are looking for an actual book, maybe purchase something from Domonic O' Brien, Harry

Lorraine, or in the case of Fast Mental maths Arthur Benjamin.You don't have to believe me, but

take not of the amount of pages the book is.

I've read a few books on memory palaces and I found this book to be the most useful on the

subject. The author does away with all the unnecessary filler talk and goes straight into explaining

how it is done.I highly recommend this book to anyone interested in learning how to use the memory

palace method.

The systems of which this book is based on have been around for a long time. The author has

added a new dimension to the memory palace technique to help learning vocabulary even easier

and more enjoyable.This system works and can be applied to vocabulary of any language or subject

for that matter.Use it, it works!

I expected a different approach, however I am still reading, so I'm looking forward completely

understanding the concept of the book.

I'm a 1L and have been struggling with how to retain all of the information. The method helped me

not only learn the terminology but also how to retain the information from my case briefs!
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